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Wood acquitted
of rape charges
involving child

The BG Newi/Rofi Weltzner

Undergraduate Student Government presidential candidate! Scott
Jacob* (left), Jeff Stefancic and Jason Wolfe (right) prepare to respond to a question posed by an audience member Thursday night

in the Business Administration Building. USG elections will take
place March 7 and 8 in the University Union foyer and Jerome Library.

USG hopefuls debate issues
Jim Barker
The BG News
The Undergraduate Student
Government presidential candidates debated issues including residence hall improvements, parking, lighting and
campus safety, as well as discussed their own concerns and
visions for next year Thursday
night
The three candidates answered questions prepared by

a panel of student organization
leaders, then fielded questions
from the audience in the debate hosted by Pi Sigma Alpha,
the University's political science honorary.
USG candidate Jeff Stefancic, who is a three-year member of the organization and its
current chief legislative officer, saw the improvement of
relations between USG and the
University administration as a
top priority, especially with a

new University president next
year.
Scott Jacobs, who is not a
current member of USG, said
he would like to see the organization focus on the improvement of residence halls and
computer technology.
Jason Wolfe, a one-year USG
cabinet member, said his administration would focus on
the needs and wants of students and would Include working with Food Operations to

USG President Jen Mathe
said she was disappointed with
the lack of substance in this
year's debates.
USG elections will take place
March 7 and 8 in the University Union Foyer and Jerome Library.

Joe Boyle
The BG News

Jay Young
The BG News
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See DARLING, page three.
Sec FORUM, page three.

University archery Instructor AJ. White holds the product of 29
years of service to the physical education department In the archery and golf room of the Student Recreation Center. White was
on the committee to design the Rec.

"The good things? Well, we haven't had anyone get shot."
AJ. White, University instructor of archery, has had a career
that has been dead on target
White, who began teaching at
the University in 1966, has been a
lifelong archer, assembling his
first bow and arrow at age 11.
However, sometimes those
days of shooting with a handmade bow may have been technologically more advanced than
what he had to work with in his
first years teaching archery at
the University.
'We began shooting outdoors
near the Ice Arena," White said.
"When that was completed in
1967, we moved Into the arena
where the north bleachers are
now. We shared time with the
tennis players during the winter."
Change came in 1982 with the
opening of the Student Recreation Center, a facility White
helped plan as a member of the
University's Building Committee.
"The basic theme was that
there would be no athletics in the
building. In fact, the track was
purposely made off-size so it
couldnt be used for winter In-
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Joe Peiffer explores the
world of firearms.
Page 2.
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door competition," White said. "I
just wish the archery room had
been a little bigger."
Archery, however, Is not the
only sport in White's quiver of
expertise.

"It's impressive how
many students begin
with no experience,
and in IS weeks end
up being quite
adroit."
AJ. White
instructor of archery

"I coached the men's gymnastics team when we had one," he
said. "It was difficult because we
had beginners going up against
grand athletes."
At that time, some other MidAmerican Conference schools
recruited gymnasts for athletic
scholarships.
"Wester Michigan and Ball
State actually imported
European athletes," White said.
Teaching archery throughout
the past 29 years has given White
See ARCHERY, page three.

SPORTS

The University
Recycling Program met
its goal of reducing waste
by 25 percent.
Page 4.
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See WOOD, page four.

Instructor helped design Rec, coached gymnastics

Jay Young
The BG News

John Darling just missed
working at the University
as a professor his first time
around. This time by he is
hoping to be president.
"When I came out of my
doctoral program at the
University of Illinois, Bowling Green was a major
possibility for me as a start
to my teaching career,"
Darling said.
He said he opted to teach
at the University of Alabama, where he received
his bachelor's and master's
degrees in commerce and
business administration.
Darling's doctorate is in
marketing.
"I have kind of had my
eye on Bowling Green for

Floris Wood
where else surfaced in the early
part of Coon's questioning.
"I found a Penthouse magazine
in my mailbox. It was addressed
to [the victim's father]," Wood
said.
During cross examination,
state's attorney Gwen HoweGebers established the possibility of the victim's claim of
cunniUngus being performed in
the Wood van.
"When the top [of the van] was
popped, could you stand up?"
Gebers said.
"Yes," Wood replied.
During further questioning.
Coon asked Wood why he never
turned the victim away.
"I wish I had now. I didn't see
any liarm in it then. I thought it
was educational for her to see
how other people live," Wood
said. "I'm very naive"
In closing statements, Gebers

University archery teacher
aims for school excellence

Candidate shares
vision for school
Darling
enjoys
campus

An audience of mostly University administrators, faculty and
staff gathered in Olscamp Hall
on Thursday to listen to and ask
questions of the man who could
be the next
University
president.
John Darling,
chancellor at
Louisiana State
University at
Shreveport,
answered quest ions and
shared his vision for the
University at an open forum that
was part of his two-day visit to
Bowling Green.
"Individuals representing the
campus, as well as leaders from
the community, have shared with
me that more than anything else
they believe [the University]
would benefit from a renewal of
trust, commitment and caring,"
Darling said. "Such has been the
administrative leadership roles I
have been called upon to play at
Texas Tech, Mississippi State,
and LSU In Shreveport. Such is
the role to which I will be dedicated should I be selected as the

have a more healthy menu, as
well as work to improve lighting on campus - a concern of
all the students.

Joe Boyle
The BG News
In a book authored by University
library data archivist Floris
Wood, there was a section titled
'Trust Me."
Apparently the jury did, as
Wood was acquitted on one
charge of rape and one charge of
gross sexual imposition toward a
then 6-year-old girl.
In an unexpected move by defense attorney Scott Coon, only
one witness was called to the
stand - Wood himself.
Wood testified the victim was
indeed a fixture at his house.
"She was fascinated with the
interior of our house," Wood said.
"Sometimes she'd be there for a
whole day or afternoon."
Explaining the two Playgirl
magazines found in the Aug. 17
search. Wood told the court they
were simply old gifts.
"When I was a librarian, they
came in as gifts. Some pornography would be sent through us to
the pop culture , department,"
Wood said. "The ladies in the office said I should take them home
to show [my wife] Bess."
In trying to prove the victim's
fondness for Wood, he testified
that she would become agitated
when he left on vacation.
"We went on vacation to Canada last summer," Wood said.
"[The victimlwas kind of angry.
She said, 'What's up in Canada
that's so nice? It's a stupid country.'"
Allegations that the victim may
have seen pornography some-
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The Falcon hockey
team hosts defending
national champion Lake
Superior and Ferris State
this weekend.
Page 7.
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E.A.R. to the
Ground...
The selection for a new University president is underway, and where are the students? A forum held
Thursday in Olscamp Hall to get to know John Darling,
one hopeful candidate, brought only one University student who wasn't with the media.
In the past University students have complained about
a president who had no interest in the students. What
happens when the students have no interest in who will
be our next president?
***
The University Activities Organization can be taken
for granted at times. While they are far from perfect
(they still haven't brought any good bands to campus;
what happened to the idea of bringing They Might be
Giants?) they do a lot of good things for this University.
Last weekend they sponsored a carnival in the Union
ballroom that was superbly organized and had a lot of
fun and intesting events and games to participate in. We
here at E.A.R want to commend UAO for all the good
work they've done and let them know that their work has
been noticed and is appreciated.
*•*
Since we seem to be in the mood for patting people on
the back this week we might as well commend the bird
people as well. Freddie and Frieda Falcon have done a lot
for this University over they years in terms of raising
school spirit, and the spirit of this school has often
needed a lot of raising.
While we here at E.A.R have never really been into
putting on feathers and running around at sports events
we do realize that the students who play the birds put a
lot of time and effort into it. We commend them on their
effort and dedication.
• **
Undergraduate Student Government elections are
next Tuesday and Wednesday. We here at E.A.R urge all
students to get out and vote. USG does have some influence on what is in the student code and now the University spends it's money. If you don't vote in the election you have no right to complain when the University
does something dumb.
Also, the candidates for the various positions are still
campaigning over the next few days. Instead of running
away when you see them (which, admittedly, is the natural reaction) talk to them and find out where they stand
on the issues.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any.
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Save Scotty Shot gun-head
"Scotty is dead, Joe," the pastor told the 15-year-old boy. "And
he wont be coming back to play
with you anymore. The most you
can do is pray that people stop
the killing."
Every day children like little
Scotty Shotgun-head are being
killed in the streets of America,
and nothing is being done to stop
the carnage.
And all I hear about these days
are twerpy liberals Whining
about how there are too many
guns out there. They pass all
these Brady bills. They have
their "Guns for Candy" programs.
They pass their unconstitutional laws and ban our semiautomatics. Yet, the crime syndicate rolls on undisturbed. Guns
don't kill people.
People kill people. This is the
lesson these damn limp-wristed
liberals just dont get.
They want to ban the honest
man's protection. Leave him defenseless against the crack-smoking ghetto criminal. We all
know those crackheads'U do anything to feed their addiction.
"What in the hell is wrong with
this country?" I thought. But
when you raise a question like
that, you'd better be able to defend yourself. Those crazy PC
watchdogs lurk among us ready
to jump right down your throat.
So I got myself a solution. Forget this wishy-washy gun control.
I want gun pro-creation. I know
it might sound a little funny at
first, but hear me through on this
thing.
Arm the citizenry. Give everyone the same opportunity those
crackheads got. Give 'em all
guns.
Ladies and gentlemen, it makes
sense. If you were a street mugger in New York, you'd think
twice about mugging a tourist
packing a Snub-nose .38. Just
look at those crackheads who
tried to mug Gociz. I bet they
don't mug anyone anymore.
Know why?
People don't fear muggers in
wheelchairs.
Hijacking under gun procreation? I think not. Imagine
"terrorist crackhead man" trying to take a planeload of armed
passengers to Iraq. No dice.
Enough said.
There's no end to the applications of gun procreation. It puts a
whole new spin on the Anita Hill
conflict.
"Any pubic hairs on your
Coke?" asks the judge.
Click.
"Ever seen Long Dong Silver?"
Squeeze of the trigger.

"I want gun procreation. I know it might
sound a little funny at first, but hear me
through on this thing."

"Who's your daddy?"
Blam. End of story.
I want to implement this plan
at the lowest level. Forget all this
talk about midnight basketball
leagues. All that does is teach
kids to shoot... basketballs.
Now what good does that do
them in today's rough and tumble
world?
I propose midnight gun
leagues. Teach Junior to shoot
hard and shoot first. This is what
America needs. After all, this is
the country where any toddler
can get a subscription to Guns
and Ammo, but no one is allowed
to look at boobs.
If Scotty Shotgun-head would
have had this kind of training he
wouldn't have let that bad guy

take his life. The second he saw
that black hat, he'd have shot to
kill.
And why stop there? Let's incorporate the training into the
third grade syllabus. Teach the
children about guns and why
everyone should have one. Teach
'em to kill. Then, by the time they
graduate from middle school,
they'll be ready to be issued a
weapon of their own.
That brings me to gun distribution. No problem. All these cutbacks in the military are causing
layoffs. Let's put those gun producers back to work for the
common man. We would also
create jobs for those ex-mllltary
folks by letting them distribute
the guns. It's downright foolproof.
Well, sure, there is one small
drawback of my modest proposal. Admittedly, there might be an
increase in people who are killed
by handguns. But these people
will most likely be the crackheads, the poor, and the criminals, right? I mean these types of
people hardly count anyway.
Following me?

And yes, we might even kill a
few decent people by accident.
But isn't this a small price to pay
to keep those crackheads under
control and save poor Scotty
Shotgun-head?
After all, guns don't kill people.
Bullets do.
Joe Peiffer is the Friday columnist for The News. If you have
questions, comments or concerns, he can be reached atjpeiffe@bgnet.bgsu.edu. If you're in
the mood for a little revalry New
Orleans style check out Joe's
Mardi Gras experience in this
week's Weekend Reality.

CLARIFICATION
In the "Letters to the Editor" section on Tuesday
Feb. 28th the letter written
by Jennifer Keyes entitled
"Complaining makes no
sense on issue" was in response to the controversy
over McDonald dining hall
serving "soul dinners over
the course of the month.

Clinton suited to govern?
In response to Todd Wesseler's promised further negotiations
article, "Clinton suited to with China Clinton has shown
govern," Wesseler commends that his words are not backed
our president for a list of so- with action, and can be ignored
called achievements. I disagree without consequences and are
with Wesseler about many of the subject to change.
Take, for example, this quote
statements crediting Clinton and
therefore, challenge his remarks. by President Clinton on March 27
I would like to make it clear that 1992: "I think President Bush
this is not a personal attack played racial politics with the
Haitian refugees. I wouldn't be
against Wesseler.
Wesseler "Being the president shipping those poor people
of the United States in the 1990s back."
is not easy."
When has it ever been easy to
On January 14, 1993, less than
be the President of the United one year later, Clinton states,
States? The United States is con- "The practice of returning those
stantly faced with challenges and who fled by boat will continue,
will forever be faced with chal- for the time being, after I belenges.
come president. Those who do
Wesseler "Having a coherent leave Haiti by boat will be
foreign policy is probably impos- stopped by U.S. Coast Guard."
sible. What worked in Haiti
Wesslen "He has cut the anwould probably lead to chaos in
nual budget deficit from $400 bilBosnia."
lion In the last year of the Bush
Good foreign policy does not presidency to $167.1 billion in the
mean dealing with each problem 1995 budget"
in exactly the same manner. ForThe deficit was so high at the
eign policy does not work this end of the Bush presidency beway. Clinton's waffling has led to cause the Democratic Congress
a very unstable North Korea. never approved any of Bush's
This problem is more serious budgets, but rather increased
than Haiti or Bosnia, at least as spending on worthless social
far as American safety is con- programs. At the same time Bush
cerned.
was not going to cut military
spending and give away our deClinton talked tough with fense advantages.
Korea then followed up with no
Remember, it was Ronald Reaaction whatsoever when Korea
thumbed its nose at us. This show gan's defense build-up that
of weakness not only led to a poor forced the Soviet Union to imtreaty with Korea, but also com- plode. Yes, it was an expensive

t

task, but Reagan neutralized the
Soviet threat without firing a
shot, just as he promised in 1979.
Maybe Clinton doesn't realize,
along with many other liberals,
that the reason the United States
is so powerful, and that our constitution still exists, Is a direct
correlation of our military
strength. However, I do not
agree with the wasteful spending
of the military like the $600
screwdriver we sometimes here
about.
Also, the fact that Reagan reduced the deficit three years
(though not in a rowj is rarely
mentioned. Once this fact is
proven to unbelieving liberals
they fire back that thousands
were probably cut off welfare, or
forced to live in the streets.
Wesseler "Clinton and Gore
were working on downsizing
government long before the Republicans made smaller government their mantra for the 1994
election,"
When has smaller government
not been the rallying cry for Republicans? This has been the
foundation of conservatives
thinking since Abraham Lincoln.
It's one of the core principals
conservatives wont compromise
on.
Gore's "reinventing government" project recommended
only small cuts. Most were for
ridiculous programs that never
should have been started. Wasn't

it ironic that Gore announced this
program during the debate over
Clinton's pork-filled "stimulus
package?" Congressional Democrats voted the original plan
down, later approving a more
streamlined version.
Wesseler "President Clinton
has very strong core values on
crime prevention and education."
President Clinton's core values
are a feather blowing In the wind
of public opinion. James Carvilie,
$900,000 a year consultant and
friend to Clinton once pounded
his fist on Clinton's desk and
screamed tl.e question, "What do
you stand '.'or? Do you stand on
any solid ground? What won't you
change your mind on?"
To see inside Bill Clinton, read
Bob Woodward's "The Agenda."
That same book said that Clinton
had a polling organization
research how many of his campaign promises people still remembered, and used this information to decide which promises
he would abandon. The administration has yet to deny anything
printed in "The Agenda."
I do not believe that Clinton Is
the most suited to govern. Clinton's wishy-washy record is not
some list of achievements. More
than half the voters in 1992 voted
against him, and even more will
vote against him in 1996.
Richard McKinney Is a guest
columnist forThe News.

Headlines
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THEY
SAID IT
"I want to thank my family for doing the
wave during my performance. Kinda
took the pressure off me."
-Sheryl Crow, Grammy winner

ampus
orner
Radio sports will air
tribute to soccer
coach

WBGU Radio Sports will be
airing a tribute to the late
Gary Palmisano, former Bowling Green soccer coach, on
Saturday afternoon.
Palmisano was the Falcon
soccer coach for over IS years
before succumbing to a stomach hemorrage last December.
Several current and former
players, as well as Palmisano's
long-time assistant Mel Mahler and predecessor Mickey
Cochran, will be featured on
the program.
The tribute will air during
"On The Line", WBGlTs sports
call-in show. The show will begin at 4 p.m. directly after the
broadcast of the men's basketball game at Western Michigan.

University to host
conference on managing organization
changes
The most successful businesses and organizations are
those which can effectively
handle change.
Representatives from some
of those successful companies
will explain how they were
able to fashion needed changes
within their businesses during
the University's Best Practices in Organization Devel-

FORUM
Continued from page one. •

-

next president of the University." Vilvi Vannak was one of three
students who asked Darling a
question. Vannak asked Darling
how he would maintain contact
with the students as president
"You would find me out spending some time in the Student
Union rapping about issues that
are important to them," Darling
said. "My door would be open to
the students."
Darling said students are the
most important element to the
University.
"If the students don't come
through our doorway, or come at
us in other ways, then we don't
have a Job," Darling told the
mostly employee audience.
Vannak said she attended the
forum because, as a student, she
realizes the impact the new
president will have on her.
"The president is instrumental
in shaping the destiny of the Uni-

DARLING
Continued from page one.

almost 30 years," Darling said.
"I think the institution has a
superbly fine reputation in
higher education."
Darling said the president position would be a good step up for
him - a level Darling said he
would enjoy serving at for a long
time.
"The position here is a natural
next step for me career-wise," he
said. "If my wife and I come here
to assume the presidency we'll
put down roots here. We'll probably spend the next 10-15 years
of our careers here."
Married in 1958, he and his

On This Date
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opment and Change conference on March 9-10.
"This is an opportunity for
area businessmen and women
to meet some of the best
change agents in business and
learn how their organizations
managed change," said Glenn
Varney, professor of management at the University and
conference coordinator.
Scheduled speakers include
Donald Warrick of the University of Colorado, Warner
Burke of Columbia University,
Peter Vaill of George Washington University, Orlando
Behling of the University and
Thomas Cummings of the University of Southern California.
The speakers are some of
the country's most recognized
authorities in developing high
performance organizations
and leadership teams.
In addition, individuals and
teams reponslble for organization changes in such companies as EDS, Whirlpool,
Sauder Woodworking, Texas
Instruments, General Electric
and Saturn Corp. will describe
how they were able to create
new ways of doing things
within their firms.
The conference is being
sponsored by the University's
Organization Development
program, which is celebrating
its 20th year.
The cost of the conference is
$325 and discounts are available if three or more from the
same organization attend.

Una* separata Ngn temperature lorm lor tha day

Fifty five years ago today, eighty
women signed bids to the six sororities
with 23 pledging the Skols and 21 the
Seven Sisters sorority. Las A.nigas
took 12, the 3 Kays six and Phratia
and the Five Sisters nine each.

ACROSS
THE NATION
Abortion killer repents

Energizing bunny

OLUSTEE, Fla. - Michael Griffin, who killed an abortion doctor
in 1993, said he now advocates
peaceful protest and wants violence at clinics to stop.
"I'm trying to keep some harm
from other people." he told the
Florida Times-Union in Jacksonville in an interview published
today. "I'm trying to prevent violence around the abortion industry."
Since Griffin's conviction for
the slaying of Dr. David Gunn
outside a Pensacola abortion
clinic in March 1993, two other
men have been charged in the
slayings of four people.
"I used to believe it was justifiable homicide. I don't anymore," Griffin said. "Mental anguish comes into play as I consider ho w a child would react
when told a doctor had to die that
he may live."
Former minister Paul Hill was
Space bound
sentenced to death for killing an
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. - En- abortion doctor and bis volunteer
escort in Pensacola and John Sadeavour and seven astronauts
lvi, a former hairdressing stutook off today on the longest
shuttle flight planned by NASA, a dent, was charged In the slaying
of two clinic workers in MassaIS day voyage to probe mysterchusetts.
ious ultraviolet light streaming
Griffin has mailed a statement
from stars and quasars near the
to abortion groups asking that
edge of the universe.
clinic violence and illegal tresThe 4.5 million-pound spaceship remained visible in the night passing stop.
"If we view this issue in its
versity, so I'm very concerned sky for more than 500 miles as it
proper perspective, we will see
soared
over
the
Atlantic
Ocean.
It
about who leads the institution,"
that we are under no obligation to
Vannak said. "For the questions I slipped into orbit minutes after
forcibly rescue those offered for
its 1:38 a.m. blastoff.
death by abortion," he said in the
asked, I think he did an adequate
"See you back on Earth," asjob answering them."
tronaut Tamara Jernigan said be- statement.
He said he wanted to mail the
Jodi Chappell, Board of fore boarding.
statement to Hill, who has reTrustees student representative,
Five hours into the flight, Jerpeatedly
defended his own and
questioned Darling about the res- nigan moved* the cluster of ultraGriffin's actions as justifiable
violet
telescopes
into
an
upright
idence halls. She said the forum
homicide, but Florida prison regwas an opportunity to learn more position in the shuttle cargo bay.
ulations forbid correspondence
It
was
expected
to
take
the
crew
about Darling.
between inmates. Hill has said he
all
day
to
activate
and
align
the
"As a member of the Board of
three telescopes, with astronomi- considered Griffin a role model.
Trustees, I take an active role in cal observations beginning early
Compiled from stuff and wire
the process of selecting a new Friday.
reports.
president," Chappell said. "We're
just looking for a presidential
candidate who will work with the
students and will enhance that
Continued from page one.
relationship with the students."
"I had a student who wanted to
Darling fielded concerns from an opportunity to see the stufaculty members about tenure dents and University policy get a job in aquatics at a summer
camp. He couldn't get a job in
and academic research. Darling change.
"It's impressive how many that, but they had a position
told the audience he is a believer
students begin with no experi- available in archery, so somehow
in the current tenure process.
"I know what it is to defend ence, and In IS weeks end up be- he talked me into recommending
him on the stipulation that he
tenure virtually at the cost of a ing quite adroit," White said.
Almost three decades of teach- would practice very hard," he
job*" Darling said.
ing 18- to 21-year-olds how to said
"I don't know how he did it, but
propel a sharp object through the
air at high speed has given White three summers later, he was director of the camp."
his share of stories.
LINDEN, Calif. - Three men
trying to lift a 44-foot-long irrigation pipe to free a rabbit that had
scurried inside were electrocuted when the pipe touched a
12,000-volt electrical wire.
The men were connecting irrigation pipes in a vineyard Tues- '
day, Sgt. Mike Esau said.
The power surge from the
overhead Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. line was so strong that it
burned the ground where the
pipe touched.
The men were identified as
Jorge Garcia Mejia, 18, his
brother, Angel Garcia Mejia, 25,
and Jose Luis Miranda, 31, all of
Mexico.
A fourth man, Heriberto Rodriguez Valdez, 28, suffered severe electrical burns. He was in
guarded but stable condition at a
hospital.

ARCHERY

wife Melva have three married
children. Each of his children has
one child.
Darling said he is ready to fill
all of the roles that go with the
job of a university president.
"The next president has got to
be an academic leader and has to
be good in administrative leadership. Then there's got to be campus-wide activity that you've got
to be involved in," Darling said.
"I think I bring to Bowling Green
a set of experiences that seem to.
be a good fit for the institution
right now."

NATIONAL Weather
The Accu-Weather* forecast for noon, Friday, March 3.
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ACROSS
THE WORLD
What a watch
BEIJING - Here's something
for the person who has everything: a platinum and diamondencrusted commemorative watch
of senior Chinese leader Deng
Xiaoping.
The hls-and-hers watches were
issued to commemorate 15 years
of China's reform and opening to
the outside world, the China
Women's News reported today. It
did not explain why the watches
were going on sale in the 16th
year of China's reform and opening, begun in 1979.
The platinum likeness of Deng
is surrounded by diamonds. The
back side of the watch has a tortoise-shell pattern, to reflect
people's wishes that Deng live a
long and healthy life. In China,
the tortoise and turtle are symbols of longevity.
The report did not say how
much the watches cost, but said
proceeds would be donated to the
China Disabled People's Federation, which is headed by
Deng's paraplegic son, Deng Pufang.

Iran says they need
missies
NICOSIA, Cyprus - Responding to U.S. claims of a missile
buildup, Iran claimed it poses no
threat to the oil-rich Persian Gulf
but needs to defend itself against
Israel.
"It is amazing to us that America has embarked on such loud
propaganda against the Islamic
Republic of Iran's air-defense
readiness," Foreign Ministry
spokesman Murteza Sarmadi said
Wednesday night, according to
state-run media reports monitored In Cyprus.
On Tuesday, the chairman of
the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff,
Gen. John Shalikashvili, said
satellite surveillance showed
Iranian Hawk missiles on islands
in the Strait of Hormuz, a shipping lane for up to one-quarter of
the world's oil traffic.
President Clinton insisted
there was "no undue cause for
concern at this moment." The
Hawk is a surface-to-air rocket

with a range of 25 miles.
Murteza maintained the missiles were needed to counter
"threats in the security and stability of the region as well as that
regime's aggressive attitude
towards Islamic states."
Israel has accused Iran of
sponsoring terrorism and seeking nuclear warheads for possible use against the Jewish state.

Heavy snow hits Tibet
BEIJING - Parts of northern
Tibet have been hit by their worst
snowstorm in 50 years, leaving
hundreds of people and
thousands of head of livestock
stranded and In danger of freezing to death.
More than 130,000 people and
nearly 3 million head of livestock
have been affected by the storm,
which dumped more than 8 inches of snow on Nagqu prefecture, northern Tibet, the official
Xinhua News Agency reported
today.
The relatively arid grasslands
are usually protected from heavy
snows by the Himalayas. In addition, temperatures have been
unusually low, the report said,
without being specific.

Rebel chief renews attack
NAZRAN, Russia - Heavy
fighting was reported just outside Chechnya's capital today, ,
and the region's rebel chief
renewed his attack on Russia's
leaders, calling them "common
hooligans."
Chechen President Dzhokhar
Dudayev, in remarks published
today, accused Moscow of planning the "complete extermination of the Chechen people."
"The whole world has seen how
dangerous Russia and the Russian people are," Dudayev told
the Moscow News. "Russians are
incapable of governing their
country without a totalitarian regime. The bayonet, death, blood
and fear that*s what Russia can
bring."
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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• NOW RENTING*

FISH FRY

Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-19%.

...Includes
Pubhouse Cod,
Tater Baby Fries,
Fresh Coleslaw &
fresh baked bread.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning
k641 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-
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Colombia
welcomes
University
professor
i

The BG News

Undsey Krout

The BG News

One Unlverity professor knows
no boundaries to giving people a
quality education.
Michael French, director of the
Reading Center, visited a school
in Medellin, Colombia to give
workshops and seminars for the
teachers at The Columbus
School.
"I was considered an artist-inresidence," French said. "I had
meetings with teachers, demonstrated current teaching methods and had an in-school service
with about 70 teachers.''
French was invited by former
student Jeffrey Jurkovac, English language coordinator at The
Columbus School. Jurkovac
received his master's degree
from the University in 1991.
The Columbus School is K-12,
and French worked with children
from the lower grades.
"I really enjoyed teaching the
children," he said. "It is very interesting because all kids act a
lot alike no matter where they
are from."
French also visited other
nearby towns and received an enthusiastic response from people.
"Medellin has a very bad reputation in the media concerning
the Colombian drug cartel,"
French said. "But I did not find
this to be true. It was very beautiful."
French worked on setting up
exchange programs between The
Columbus School and Bowling
Green. The University also has
sister schools in Montreal and
Bio de Jsaelro.
* French pointed out that the
curriculum is different in Colombia than in the United States.
"Children come in speaking
Spanish," French said. "But then
later they are immersed in English, and eventually are taught
English and Spanish side by
side."
'. French's colleagues point out
how beneficial French's trip may
be to the University.
>- "Initially this was an Invitation
by a former student exclusively
to French," said Leigh Chiarelott,
Chairwoman of Educational Curriculum and Instruction. "He
expanded on it and looked for
what would also be good for the
department."

Youth
violence
Recycling program to be addressed
meets preset goals by conference
Heather Cvengroi
The BC News

Amy Johnson

This is the first year since
1986 that the University Recycling Program has met Its goal
of reducing waste by 25 percent.
This semester, the program
Is extending its collection of
materials to businesses at
Research Park - a stretch of
land between Interstate 75 and
Dunbridge Road owned by the
University.
The Recycling Program's
outreach collection program
provides occupants of the
Research Park with an ecological waste management alternative, said Craig Wittig, University recycling coordinator.
The Research Park is a way
to get businesses closer to the
University by supplying internships to University students, Wittig said.
The first business to join the
outreach collection program is
the Northwest branch of the
Ohio Environmental Protection
Agency. Student employees
collect office paper, newspaper, magazines, cardboard,
glass and plastic from the office once a week.
The largest amount of material generated by the O.E.P.A.
BG Ni-WB/KOSS Weldncr
is office paper at about 1,500 Laura Cromley stands before a recyclingThe
receptacle ID the Bowlpounds per month.
ing Green Recycling Center. For the first time since 1986, the
The recycling program em- University Recycling Program has met Its goal of reducing
ploys 25 students and vol- waste by 25 percent
unteers are always welcome.
Todd Johnson, sophomore
environmental policy major. Is
also a student employee. His
jobs include working in the office, drop-off and sorting the
recycled materials into the
Todd Johnson
proper bins.
Johnson said he believes the
student employee
prog am is helping the campus
reduce waste and more universities should be concerned with making much difference. In representatives from the Unisaving the environment.
1989, the University had to vesity to set up the format for a
Johnson said that processing shut down the incinerators recycling program.
is done on Tuesday nights at 5 used for trash because it did
p.m.
not meet the Environmental
About three years ago, the
"The amount varies on cer- Protection Agency standards.
program expanded Its collecThe grounds crew started tion to materials such as paper,
tain nights but usually we process about 1,000 pounds of recycling gloss and cardboard glass and plastic.
aluminum cans," Johnson said. for about six months but failed
"Volunteers are welcome to there also.
The Ohio State legislation
come and watch or help out - It
"It was not funded properly passed Ohio House Bill 592,
provides good hands-on expe- and the crew felt that It was not which requires each county to
their responsibility," said Wit- reduce waste by 25 percent.
rience."
Wittig said this was his goal
In 1986, the recycling pro- tig.
gram started collecting aluA Waste Management Task for the University as a member
minum cans but that was not Force formed a committee of of Wood county.

"The amount varies on certain nights but
usually we process about 1,000 pounds of
aluminum cans."

The BG News
A one-day conference will
focus on preventing youth violence and building community
coalitions in neighborhoods when
dealing with gangs, alcohol and
dating violence.
The conference will take place
today in the Atrium at the Hoi ley
Lodge, 1630 E. Wooster St., from
8:45 am. to 4:30 p.m. Registration
begins at 8:15 am.
Speakers will address plans to
help communities with youth violence, said Barbara Keeley, director of the Northwest Ohio
Health Promotion/Disease Prevention Network.
"We want to help professionals
develop a coherent plan for their
communities in dealing with
youth violence," Keeley said.
The reason for a full one-day
conference is the realization that
violence Is one of the leading
causes of death, and more children die from violence than from
diseases, Keeley said.
The keynote speaker, Steven
Lab, associate professor and director of the criminal justice
program at the University, will
begin the conference. Lab will
speak about "Youth Violence:
The Community's Role and Response."
"I will focus on an overview of
the extent and level of crime and
how crime has changed in recent
years," Lab said. "I will concentrate on community goal coalitions and build a framework of
crime prevention from the past."
Community involvement and
the need for the community and

the police to work together are
issues that need to be considered
to prevent youth violence. Lab
said.
Several speakers will be present at the conference, each focusing on different areas dealing
with violence.
"Building A Community Violence Prevention Coalition," will
be presented by Nancy May lath,
associate professor of health education and human performance
at The University of Toledo.
A number of shorter sessions
will take place in the afternoon.
Each session will concentrate on
a variety of issues related to violence, such as conflict resolutions and peer mediation programs and how to prevent dating
violence.
"Gang Resistance Education
and Training" will be presented
by a representative from the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms in Washington, D.C
The last of the shorter sessions
will be conducted by Andy Eliott,
director of The Link. Elliot will
speak on "Violence and Alcohol."
The Ohio Violence Prevention
Process will conclude the conference with a workshop. The
OVPP explores the roots and origins of violence and learn techniques to interrupt violence and
give solutions by building alliances and creating safe communities.
The conference is sponsored
by the Northwest Ohio Health
Promotion/Disease Prevention
Network, the College of Health
and Human Services at the University and the Ohio Department
of Health.

WOOD
Continued from page one.
accounted for some of the factual
inconsistencies in the evidence.
"Use your common sense. It's
not unusual for some inconsistencies to occur," Gebers said.
"There were no magazines, no
tapes found. Time elapsed. There
was unaccounted time."
Gebers said, "This is a onewitness case," Coon said. "She
asked you to convict Mr. Wood on
the testimony of a seven-year-old
child. That's it. Nothing else."
Following instructions from
Common Pleas Judge Charles
Kurfess, the jury retired to the

jury room to deliberate the case
at noon.
At 4:30 p.m., the jury returned
to the court room to announce
that they could not arrive at a
verdict.
"I think we all recognize that
this is not an easy case. This is a
new and difficult assignment,"
Kurfess said. "I therefore
request that you return and look
at each juror."
Four hours later, the jury informed Kurfess they had come to
verdict - not guilty on both charges.

FIND OUT WHO FREDDIE AND FRIEDA REALLY ARE ... BEHEADINGS TOMORROW!
MASCOT BEHEADINGS AT BASKETBALL VS. WESTERN. 1-30 AND HOCKEY VS. FERRIS STATE 7:00.

Learn to FLY at
BGSU!
This Summer or Fall
Have you ever thought of becoming a
professional pilot or just learning to
fly for fun?

BOWL~N~CFREEI\ERY
FRIDAY SPECIAL
$4.48 SEAFOOD SPLASH!

325 E. Wooster St.

A variety of seafood and oar
"own" clam chowder.
Inch clams, scallops, shrimp, and Pollock.
Also complete salad bar, baked potato
c^^
and unlimited beverage.
OPEN 11:30-1:30 s*
\Bcst Vaules on <

ULTRA TAN
Across from Taco Bell
&
( Behind Victorian Salon )
11 TANS FOR $25 • 25 TANS FOR $45
with coupon
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Vo» con fly at IGSU o» on tUrtv or oi o degree program. Toicfttdul*
a tour of to Right icnool or Me en advitor call Nancy at 372-2870.
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Having a Hard Time Finding
a Parking Spot On-Campns
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Proceed*
Benefiting:
David's
House of
Toledo

Win President Olscamp's Parking Spot For a day for only $.50
Raffle Tickets on sale beginning March 6th - March 10th in the
University Union Foyer or the OFF - Campus Student Center ,
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Sig Ep appears on talk show New technology
University student named one of 'sexiest men in uniform'
Sharon A. Turco
The BC News

One of the "10 Sexiest Men In
Uniform" lives right here on
campus - but today at 3 p.m.,
he'll strut his stuff on the Ricki
Lake Show.
Five months after taping the
show In New York, senior sports
management major and president of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity Zach Green will have his
time In the spotlight.
"I was starting to worry because my friends were starting
to think I made the whole thing
up," Green said.
It was Green's mom who originally had the idea to send Zach's
picture In.
Green received a phone call at
9 am. one morning In September
from his mom, who happened to
be watching the Ricki Lake Show
and saw that Lake was searching

for "sexy men In uniform."
"Since I am a Marine, she
wanted me to send my picture la
I didn't really want to at first,"
Green said. "A couple of days
later she called to check If I had
sent a picture in, and I thought,
"why not?'"
Green didn't really take the
show seriously at first and wrote
an arrogant letter telling Lake
why he should be on the show. He
enclosed a picture of himself in
his dress blue uniform.
"I sent the picture in despite
the Jeers and teasing I got from
my fraternity brothers," Green
said.
Green really didn't think much
about It until he got a phone call
from theRicJci Lake Show asking
him to appear on the "Sexiest
Men In Uniform Show."
"I almost fainted when I heard
who was on the phone," Green
said. "The next thing I know they

said they were flying me out to
New York - all expenses paid n to appear on her show.
"The show was a lot of fun.
This was one of their highproduction shows that they do
once every three months. Everyone on the show was excited to
see us - even Ricki Lake's dog
followed us everywhere."
Although Green knew the show
topic before arriving In New
York, he had one surprise awaiting him.
"Before the show started, we
were all Joking that since we had
a fireman, a policeman. Marines,
soldiers and sailors, that we felt
like the Village People," Green
said. "I guess the surprise was on
us when the Village People
opened the show with 'In the
Navy'."
Green, who is not a fan of television talk shows, said even he
couldn't pass up an opportunity

like this.
"I've only watched the Ricki
Lake Show one time, and I was
thoroughly offended," he said. "I
Just keep thinking to myself 'I
can't believe I'm going to be on
that show in a couple of weeks.'"
Although he was not allowed to
bring a guest with him to the taping. Green made the most of his
weekend In New York.
"I got to see a lot of the city,"
he said. "I was chauffeured
around in a black stretch Cadillac
limosulne, stayed in a four-star
hotel, sawGrease on Broadway,
ate in Little Italy and drank a real
Long Island Iced-Tea."
Nobody asked Green to pick up
souvenirs from his visit to the
city, but he did promise his girlfriend, Elizabeth, that she could
proofread all his fan mall first.

Rush turnout deemed normal

and they had expected between

Genell Pavelich
The BG News

The officers of sororities at the
University are pleased with
spring rush turnout, but a representative from one fraternity
dubbed their numbers "weak."
Mollle Monahan, Panhellenlc
Council vice
president for
rush, said she
was pleased
with the sorority rush for this
semester with
63 worn en
pledging during the structured rush. She
said the numbers may be a little higher with
some sororities rushing before or
after the structured week.
"I was pleased with the outcome and I thinkfthe open house
was really effective," she said.
"Each chapter had small booths
with Information about their philanthropies, which was helpful to
allow perspective rushees to see
that sororities are not just about

Numbers usually drop in spring but »^Z!
Bethany Hodakeivic, Phi Mu
president, said she was very
sorority, fraternity officers happy
partying, but also leadership experience and community service."
Rob Rinto, Interfraternity
council vice president for rush,
said of the numbers he had
received so far from the
different fraternities, about 110
men went through rush, with
about 84 of them accepting bids
from different chapters.
Adam Ploetz, public relations
chairman for Phi Gamma Delta,
said their fraternity's spring
rush was "weak" with only two
new pledges.
"Spring is notorious for bad
rushes," he said. "There is not as
much emphasis on spring rush as
there Is in the fall."
The fraternity was not affected
too badly by the low turnout,
Ploetz said.
"We knew it was coming and
we were prepared for it," he said.
Jayson MaCauda, public relations chairman for Sigma Chi,

said the turnout for spring rush
is usually lower than the fall
rush. This spring's turnout was
even lower than the fraternity
expected, MaCauda said.
Kathy Williams, Alpha Phi
president, said their spring rush
went really well.
"We had our open rush the second week we came back from
break and we filled all our spots
that we needed to during that
week," she said. "We didnt have
to go through the formal week of
rush."
Williams said the sorority
pledged seven new members.

pleased with the women who
pledged her sorority this semester.

"I think this is a positive start
to a great year," she said.
The Phi Mu sorority had six
new pledges during the spring
rush, which Hodakeivic said was
a good turnout.
Rinto said the fall rush usually
has a better response for various
reasons.
"In the fall, the interest is
peaked with more freshman
pledging and other students who
have had the summer to think
about joining," he said.

OOD m^aWPERATIONS
NOW HIRING

Panama City from $139
Hotels Include:
Boardwalk Beach

Quad
$149

Triple
$189

Double
$269

Holiday Inn

$169

$209

$299

Beachfront Accomidations!
Dail Free Drink Parties!
Wristbands for Discounted Club Asmissions!
Daytona from $159
Cancun from $399
Bahamas from $369
International Trips Include:
Round Trip Air
Airport/Hotel Ground Transfewrs
Daily Free Drink Parties!
Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007

Nicola Pinkueh
The BC News

the Tap Water Blues report,
Langenderfer said the new
system has the potential to reduce the pollutants described
in the report.
"[The new system] could
reduce those pollutants described in the Tap Water
Blues report, but the plant still
stands on the position that the
Blues report is incorrect In its
conclusions," Langenderfer
said.

The Bowling Green Water
Treatment Plant will soon be
expanding if a new water
treatment system proves successful.
At the Feb.
21 City
Council
meeting, an
ordinance
was proThe new system is not operposed to alational yet, and will be used in
low the plant
the beginning as a pilot proto add an
gram to see if it would yield
"Influent
productive results, Langenscreen dederfer said.
vice with a
"It is a small-scale test proback wash system for the re- gram to determine if [the
servoir at the water treatment plant] will be expanded,"
plant,'' according to the coun- Langenderfer said. "If the recil's proposed ordinance.
sults are good, the plant will
The new addition to the be expanded to Include
plant will perform the same systems like the pilot one."
water-cleansing tasks the
The reason the plant deexisting plant does, but it will cided it needed to expand was
do It with pressure filters and because of the high capacity
granular-activated carbons to level of water treatment durreduce organic pollutants in ing the summer, Langenderfer
the last stage of the water said.
treatment process, according
"In the summer the plant is
to Norman Langenderfer, city
water supply superintendent.
up to its current amount ca"[The new plant addition] is pacity, and we need to expand
kind of like a safety cushion it to help the citizens receive
and will reduce organlcs that better water," Langenderfer
combine with chlorine," Lang- said.
enderfer said. "It works similar to reverse osmosis. By reThe new system is expected
moving with a membrane de- to be operational once testing
vice, at a molecular level, or- is completed, and if successful
ganlcs, bacteria and viruses."
it will mean expansion for the
With the recent concern city water treatment plant,
raised about the pollutant according to Darrcll Stocklevel in the city's water due to berger, city utilities director.

Have you Heard the News?)
Two Brand New Buildings at

BGSZJ STUDENTS

PART

Attention Spring Breakers!
LET'S Party!

should improve
drinking water

TIME

Campbell Hill

GRAPHIC
PRODUCTION
INTERN
$4.5S HR.
15-20
HOURS A WEEK
APPLICANT MUST
BE A. VCT OR
GRAPHIC DE8IGN
MAJOR
MINXrVltrM JUNIOR
STATUS
CONTACT:
LORRAINE
372-7930 M-W-P

For Fall of 1995
■2 and 3 Bedrooms
■Washer/Dryer Hookups

•Full Basements
•Air conditioning

Greenbriar Inc

372-7938
T-THURS.

224 F Wooster

352-0717

FALCON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL HOME SEASON FINALE TOMORROW 1:30!
VS WESTERN MICHIGAN SENIOR FAREWELL MASCOT BEHEADINGS EASY ADMISSION

Cabin fever great scores...
<32EJ>
10-40% off storewide • sak Ends 3/5/95
Lowe,
&
BaoWpapVsSave$15

20%off|
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need It most
We'll show you the
proven skills and testtaking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

great skills...
Kaplan has the most complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with computerized analysis to
great teachers who really care, nobody offers you
more ways to practice.

1-800-KAP-TEST

get a higher score

The Canoe Shop
YourOneStopOutJoorSW

Black Swamp

140 South Wtrtr Road

WmrrlUt. Ofcto 43*66 • (419) S7S-3700

KAPLAN
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Enjoy Good living in Haven House Manor
Apartments!

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 -1:00

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:

• 900 + sq. ft. per apartment
• 2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
• central Qas heating with individual
apartment controls
• completely furnished
• L-shaped living-dining area
• Insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors
• fast recovery Gas water heating
• twin beds In each bedroom
• built-in vanity in hallway
• linen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 48 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped
with a Qas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel
sink
extra large walk-In closets
carpeted halls and Inside
entrances
Ample oft street parking
Gas-equipped laundry area
available In each apartment
building

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
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fSfr—Mi —Ofim locktr room mud ikoimrfacilili—

ask about our other listing.
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Seniors await red-hot Western BG men ready
for showdown
against WMU
Scott Brown
The BG News

; With the regular season one
game from reaching its apex,
here are the playoff possibilities
(or the Bowling Green women:
• • A victory over Western
Michigan on
Saturday (1:30
lip at Anderson
Arena) would
insure a visit to
Miami on
Tuesday for a
Mid-American
Conference
Quarterfinal
game.
; • A loss to
the Broncos could mean any one
of three things, a trip either to
Miami, back to WMU or Toledo,
depending on other teams.
! All things considered, the Fal
tons would just as soon knock off
Western Michigan and not have
\o worry about getting help from
around the conference.
i "I wouldn't want to go to
Toledo first," said Michelle
Shade, coming off her third
30-point performance in five
games in Wednesday's loss to
Miami. "If you win the first
game, you have to go to Toledo
anyway. Plus, beating them on
their own floor in the tournament
Is going to be tough to do.

"I wouldn't mind going to Colgate in December. Over the home game for the Falcon
Miami and getting another shot past five games, she is averaging seniors. Shade, Sharleen Hooper
at them. It's hard to beat a team 11.5 points.
and Heilmann. This class has
three times, and they had a hard
"I've just started looking for amassed a 40-10 home record
time handling us Wednesday."
my shot more," Heilmann ex- over the past four seasons, along
The Broncos come in Saturday plained. "Before, I was looking to with two MAC titles and two
as the hottest team in the MAC. pass and shooting when I was NCAA Tournament appearances.
They have won seven in a row, open. With Jenny [Kulics] going
"It's going to be tough for me
Including a 95-92 win over Toledo down, I realized that I have to just knowing that this is going to
last Saturday - the Rockets' only pick up my scoring more."
be it," Shade said. "It's hard to
loss in the second half of the
Kulics, the Falcons' third lead- say now, but I imagine it's going
MAC schedule.
ing scorer, remains sidelined to be really emotional."
They have three starters aver- with mononucleosls and will
Among other festivities, the
aging in double figures, but Kina likely miss the rest of the season. true identity of Frieda Falcon
Brown (18.0 points a game, 8.7
Saturday also marks the final will be revealed at halftime.
rebounds) is the leader.
"They are on a roll lately, especially at home," Shade said.
"They always seem to do this
every year, starting off slow and
coming on at the end. But we've
done the same thing. We've really picked up our level of play
since the beginning of the year."
"We've focused a lot more on
doing the little things and playing
as a team," Nicky Hellmann said.
72.5
75.8
Scoring
"Our bench has stepped up a lot
and helped us scoring. We had a
44.6
42,6
FG%
lot of negative problems before,
34.0
30.6
3-PT FG%
a lot of frustration, but everyone
has decided to go out and play as
65.2
63.8
FT%
hard as we can."
Heilmann, along with Shade,
72.5
73.2
Pts. Allowed
has been on a roll as of late for
+5.5
+0.8
Reb.
Margin
BG. She had IS points on
Wednesday, her highest output
57
60
Last Meeting
since a 17-point effort against

1 Mi Ml VS UAH 1: 11

hMm

1

Western Michigan
At
Bowling Green

January 4,1995

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
- Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
- Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
- Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
- On Site Laundry Facilities
- Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included

Maili Leonard DeChant
The BC News

Wednesday, when the team
lost 63-36 at Miami University.
The senior center said the ankle is still swollen and sore.
"I can walk fine and I can
probably run, but I cant cut,"
he said Thursday. "There's a
torn ligament in there, and the
whole thing's black and blue."

It's the final game of the
regular season, and there are
questions to be answered:
Can the men's basketball
team keep its home-court
hopes alive with a victory
against Western Michigan
Saturday?
Only if Ohio University
defeats Ball State in Muncie,
Ind. that same day.
Will Shane Kline-Ruminski
and his injured left ankle play
for the squad against Western
Michigan Saturday?
Right now, it's highly doubtful.
With or without Ruminski,
can a team with no significant
road wins this season finally
earn one when it counts?
We'll find that out when the
Broncos and Falcons clash in
Kalamazoo at 2 p.m.
If BG wins and Ball State
loses, those two teams will
meet Tuesday at Anderson
Arena In the first round of the
Mid-American Conference
tournament Should the Cardinals beat Ohio this Saturday,
the Ball State-Bowling Green
matchup would take place in
Muncie.
The location of that tournament contest Is extremely significant, considering BG won
handily at home (88-73)
against BSU, but was hammered four weeks later (97-71)
on the road.
Rumlnskl's sore ankle left
BG without its leading and
scorer and rebounder

Ruminski was examined
Thursday evening, and will
receive treatment for the Injury today and tomorrow. The
decision to play the senior
against Western may not be
made until game time.
Meanwhile, the rest of the
Falcons will look to exploit a
Bronco squad that has racked
up three home losses In league
play.
Western (8-9 in the MAC,
13-12 overall) is currently in
seventh place, but the team
has won three of its last four
contests.
The Broncos are led by their
backcourt. 6-1 sophomore Joel
Burns averages 15.7 points
per game, and 6-1 freshman
Jason Black adds 13.3 points
and 2.2 assists.
BG will need to improve its
concentration to win Saturday,
and the Falcons must keep
their cool If Western jumps
out to an early lead.
"We're still excited that we
have a chance for the NCAA
tournament if we win the MAC
tournament," Ruminski said.
"Right now we have to look at
this game as a must-win situation."
"It would be to our great
favor to win."

THE COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS OPERA THEATER PRESENTS MOZART'S

Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
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March 10 & 11
At 8 P.M.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical
Arts Center, BCSU
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$6, $8. $10
For Reservations
Call 372-8171 or
(800) 589-2224
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TODA rS TEAM OF EXCELLENCE
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW...

' Ohio's longest Happy Hour
5:30am - 9pm
• Breakfast served at 5:30am
for only $1!!!
• 92.5 FM LIVE from
9pm - 12am
• Register between now and
St. Patrick's Day to be in
the contest to win Spring
Break in the Bahamas
Bahamas trip for two including
round trip airfare
• Contest starts at 9pm and
you must be present to
participate & win the
Spring Break trip!
1
Irish Beer specials at low
prices; great food and a
fantastic time!

call 353-BWWW

X

March 4,1995

Derek Hyde
BillLiaold
Rod Bauer
TimSpatz
Tim Cottier
Jameson Miller
Gabe King
David Ruble
James Leaser
Troy Haslinger
Keith Morales
Todd Kleismit
Christopher Nelson
Jim Stonge
Mike Sfurniolo
Dave Spieldenner
NickKadel
Jay Kirsch
MikeMcPike
Todd Bennett
Ed Levon
Rob Cirino
Craig Guille
MattKupstos
Aaron Harvey
Ron Kleinfelter

Erin Camabni
Mandy Goodson
Heather Barker
Pam Doorley
Amanda Gullufsen
Anita Balseiser
Lori Lewallen
Nicole Storman
Carrie Hutton
Deanna Vaten
Julie Hullet
Megan Carey
Toni O'Leary
Patricia Crimes
Julie Michalek
Angie Bair
Jen Glaze
Jen Hanna
KarySlattery
Lauren Brodie
Kim Fladd
Emily Miller
Tamara Bonner
Jennifer Green
Traci Sandwisch
Angela Hernandez

Join Jeff and Matt in supporting
the following candidates for
Senator-at-Large...

176 E. Wooster

BUFFALO WILD WINGS & WECK

Be Safe, Don't Drink & Drive

Jeff President
Stefancic
Matt
Jordan
Vice-President

i

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Chuck Conrad
Brian Dicken
Nathan Green
Alan Grottle
Missy Ledesma
Christopher Partridge
Todd Phelps
Marc Ross
Ron Russel
G. Jack Thetgyi

Take this ad and your student I.D with you whan you vote.
U.S.G. Election: March 7-8.1995
Union 9am-5pm & Library 4pm-11pm
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leers face crucial weekend Dean happy
with netters'
perfect start
Christian Pelusl
The BG News

Second place overall and the
right to host Notre Dame in the
first round of the CCHA playoffs
hangs in the balance as Bowling
Green hosts Lake Superior Friday night and Ferris State Saturday.
The Falcons, (21-10-2 overall,
16-7-2 CCHA), hold second place
going into the weekend games
with 34 points. Michigan State is
third with 33 points and Miami
and Lake Superior are tied for

fourth with 32 points a piece. find out a lot about yourself. Who
Michigan State travels to Ohio gears it up and who falls back
State and Miami hosts Michigan.
and we're looking forward to it."
With the logjam of four teams
Defense continues to be the
within two points of each other, key for Lake Superior as they
Bowling Green can finish any- have allowed only 22 goals over
where from second to fifth.
their last 10 games. The Lakers'
"It's a big weekend. There's a last conference game is against
lot of pressure on everybody [in Bowling Green, who they domithe division]," Falcon head coach nated three weeks ago up in Sault
Buddy Powers said. "But that's Ste. Marie. In a weekend sweep,
part of being an athlete.
LSSU beat the Falcons by a com"You want to be in these situa- bined score of 15-4.
tions. It's always a test of how
"We've watched the films and
well you can perform, and you we just didn't skate," Powers

said. "We had a flat weekend and
it's just one of those things you
have to write off."
This is Lake Superior's first
trip to Bowling Green this year
and home ice will be a factor.
"This time we've got them in
our own barn and I think that
everyone knows we owe them
one," defenseman Qulnn Fair
said. "As long as we play through
their defense, put a lot of pressure on the defense, things will
go our way."
Ferris State split a home series
in early December with the Falcons, but remain entrenched in
sixth place with 22 points. Senior
right wing Tim Christian leads
the Bulldogs with 37 points (18
goals, 19 assists) in 32 games.
The Bulldogs style of play is
more clutch-and-grab, and working through the chippiness and
tight-checking is essential for
BG.
"They come out, put the sticks
on you, cheap shots here and
there, all to slow you down," Fair
said. "We can't get frustrated."
Defenseman Brandon Carper
believes that playing against
teams such as Notre Dame and
Ohio State has familiarized the
team with the Buildcgs' methods.

"We're used to [the holding].
As soon as we start playing, the
way we usually do ... and that's
putting the puck In the net and
not doing that crap after the
whistles. We have to remain
composed, and not play down to
there level, which is that scrappy, garbage level," Carper said.
NOTES:
• Center Kevin Lune will serve
the first two games of a three
game suspension stemming from
the altercation last Sunday at
Ohio State. Freshman center
Dave Faulkner, who has performed well with a consistent
shift, will replace Lune on the
third line between Dale Crombeen and Brett Punchard.

Jeremy Yohe
The BG News
The Bowling Green's women's tennis team continues to
play excellent tennis and the
men's team appears to be getting its season back on the
winning track.
The men will square off
against Ferris St., the 17th
ranked team in Division II;
meanwhile, the women will
travel to Columbus and take
on the Buckeyes Friday.
The women are now 6-0
after coming out of last weekend's matches with two more
victories. After playing over 9
1/2 hours of tennis, the women managed to defeat Murray
St. 7-2 and Eastern Kentucky
6-3.
"Everyone on the team is
playing real well, from our No.
1 player to our No. 6," head
coach Penny Dean said.
The entire team will need to
be playing solid tennis when it
faces Ohio State. BG will be
without No. 1 singles player
Patty Bank.
"It's not going to be an easy
fight," Dean said. "We can
match up with them as long as
we have a positive attitude and
picture us winning."
As for the men, the doubles
point continued to be an obstacle that can't be avoided.
The first match saw BG
blow by Xavier 6-1. In the
match BG was able to win
their first doubles point in
dual matches for the season.
But against Northern Illinois,

the Falcons fell by the score of
4-3 and once again lost the
doubles point.
The doubles point has been a
major factor in leaving the
men with a 3-6 record. Pulling
out the win in Its doubles
matches would have left BG
with an impressive 7-2 record.
Head coach Dave Morin realizes that winning all of the
doubles points wouldn't be
realistic, but still feels their
record should be on the winning side.
"Our goal, which It still is, la
to win the conference championship," Morin said. "But we
aren't going to do it unless we
get more production out of our
doubles."
The match versus Ferris St.
will allow the Falcons to test
their ability against an experienced team and to see how the
doubles will respond.
BG has one senior, two
sophomores, and three freshmen in this weekends singles
lineup, while FSU is loaded
with upperclassmen, consisting of four seniors and a junior.
Players returning for Ferris
St. from last years team are
the No. 1 singles player Andrew Soule and No. 4 player
Alex Webber.
In last year's match Soule
defeated BG's Andrew Bonser
and Webber downed Mark
Ciochetto.
Despite the results of the
previous encounter, BG
should be able to come away
with a victory.

The BG NCWI/RMI Wclnr.tr

Bowling Green's Brian Holzinger contrail the puck during a recent Falcon hockey game. Holzlnger U
one of the leading candidates for the Hobey Baker Award.

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:
• Field Manor Apartments - 5 left
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 5 left
• 334 N Main-14 left
• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
224 E. Wooster

Greenbriar Inc.

352-0717

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
niiiittHllilllilllMI.INI'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

HOW TO SPEND SPRING BREAK
WITH THE ONE YOU WANT TO BE WITH
It's easy. Go Greyhound. The prices
arc low, and wc go to over 2.500
destinations around the country. So
wherever that special someone is, we
can help you get there. And when
you leave the driving to us, you're
free to study all the way there and

IS

all the way back. Meet new people
along the way. Or just sit back and
relax, take in the scenery or take a
nap. Call today for low fares and
convenient schedules. So you can be
with the one you want to be with.
Call 1-800-231-2222.

Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to us.
OHHtkntaML.tM It ~-

1

1 rllnimil |]

FALCON HOCKEY TONIGHT VS. LAKE SUPERIOR/ TOMORROW VS. FERRIS STATE
Home regular-season finales! Mascot Beheadings! Seniors Farewe;i' Easy Admission1
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BG gymnasts Browns interested in Simms
lookingfor win
against Eagles
hours ago," Simms' agent, David
Fishof, said late Thursday afternoon. "Because of the financial
situation, we're still going to continue to work on the contract We
still have things we have to work
out."
Fishof emphasized that Simms
would like to play for Bel ichick, a
former Giants defensive coordinator.

Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

Randy Setter
The BC News
Two meets before the MidAmerican Conference Championships, the gymnastics
team likes the progress it has
been showing.
Scores have been going up
and team bests have been falling as the team has showed
progress from its mid-season
slump.
While hosting Western
Michigan and competing at
Southeastern Missouri, the
team tied or broke IS best
scores, including team bests
on the uneven bars (46.650),
balance beam (48.3) and the
highest overall team score of
the season (187.375).
The Falcons, 2-6 overall and
1-4 in the MAC, travel to
Eastern Michigan Saturday
for their 1 p.m. meet, hoping
to continue to make further
progress. Gymnast Alice Kruk
said the team is happy with its
progress so far, but do not
plan on sitting still.
"We are very pleased with
how we did," Kruk said "But
now we need to keep the
scores going up."
Consistency on the beam has
been a big factor, according to
Kruk. While Heather Ferguson tied her top best score of
9.75, Jen Wenrich and Karen
Jordan improved the second
and third best scores. The

other gymnasts chipped in
with high scores to bump up
the team best.
Co-captain Elisa Martinelli
said concentrating on consistency in all the events will
be the determining factor in
their success through the rest
of the season. Confidence and
renewed enthusiasm have also
played a big part.
"We are going strong and
competing consistently," Martinelli said. "As a result, the
scores are slowly going up.
That can be attributed to more
confidence and working hard
at everything."
Team members are not surprised in the least, especially
with their score of 187.375 at
the Captain Crunch Invitational.
"We knew we had it in us,"
Martinelli said. "We're not
giving up. We keep going hard
in everything and we've finally gotten our consistency."
"A lot more people hit their
routines at the same time,"
gymnast Kelley McClelland
said. "At the same time, it has
lifted our spirits and produced
positive attitudes."
McClelland said keeping
positive attitudes throughout
the remaining meets, especially after falls, will benefit the
team.
"Keeping a positive attitude
and enthusiasm are very important," she said.

BEREA, Ohk> - Former New
York Giants quarterback Phil
Simms and his agent met with the
Cleveland Browns on Thursday,
but couldnt reach a deal to make
Simms a backup to starter Vinny
Testaverde.
"We Just got In a couple of

Testaverde'a backup last
season was veteran Mark Rypien, who is a free agent.
Simms did not attend the news
conference. He and Fishof
planned to fly back to New York
later Thursday evening, Fishof
said.
The Browns said they're still
Interested in Simms.
"We'll just keep talking,"
Browns director of player personnel Mike Lombard! said. "David and I have made deals before.
If there's a deal to be made, we'll
make It."

Simms, 39, the leading passer
in Giants history, retired last
year and spent the 1994 season as
an analyst for ESPN. He led the
Giants to an 11-5 record and a
playoff berth in 1993, but had
offseason shoulder surgery and
was cut by Giants coach Dan
Reeves.
Simms spent 15 seasons with

the Giants, passing for 4,647
yards and 199 touchdowns. He hit
22 of 25 passes for 268 yards and
three touchdowns in the 1987
Super Bowl.
Simms was bitter about his
treatment by the Giants, saying
the team simply didn't want to
pay his salary - slated to be more
than $2 million last year.
Simms talked with the Arizona
Cardinals In September, but
couldnt reach a financial agreement So he stayed with ESPN,
working in the studio and on
highlights and analyses shows.
Browns owner Art Modell said
Wednesday night the team was
Interested In Simms, but had not
decided whether to sign him.
"He'll come In and look us over
and well take it from there,"
Modell said. "Nothing is definite
yet. We're going to meet with him
and see where we stand. He'U see
what we have to offer, and well
see where he stands."

Bobcats reach
state tourney
The Associated Press

APphetrj/Tllte»ete

Former New York Giants quarterback Phil Simms is trying to negotiate a deal that would bring him to Cleveland.

BROOKLYN, Ohio - Defending champion Lakewood
St Edward leads the fourteam field heading into this
weekend's 18th boys state
high school ice hockey tournament at the Brooklyn Recreation Center.
Coach Dan Dewitt's Bowling
Green team (21-5) meets
Cleveland St. Ignatius
(13-11-2) in Saturday's first

semifinal game at 1 p.m.
Then St. Edward takes Its
19-5-5 record into the 4 p.m.
semifinal against Toledo St.
Francis (22-6-1).
A year ago, coach Bob
Whidden's St. Edward team
rolled over Toledo St. John's
11-1 In the semis before topping Flndlay 4-3 on Seth Andregg's goal off an assist by
Pat Metzger in overtime.
Sunday's championship
game is set to start at 2 p.m.

Classifieds
You have selected (name of organization), if
this is correct press the pound (f) key to continue or the star (') key to choose another organization.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bowling QrMn SUM Unrvsrsity
Career Planning and Placement Services

The system will now verify that you meet
theregmrements, as speeded by the employer.
If you meal the requirements by the employer,
you can proceed. Otherwise, the system wil
tell you why you are unable to sign-up with lie
employer. Should you wish to be considered
for other openings with this employer, add your
name to the Wailing List and submit a copy of
your Placement Data Sheet.

Campus Recruitment Calendar
For rneweeksof:
March 27 S April 3.1 MS

Scheduling 0n-Campu« Inlarvlaw Appointmanla: Interview ngn-upa lor the recruiting period March 27 - April 7. IMS Mil begin
with Advanced Sign-up on Monday. Marche.
1005 at 5 p.m. and continue through Tuesday
a! 4 p m. Proriry Stgnupstarusmay access rhe
sign-up system from 5 pm. Tuesday rrough 4
p.m. Wednesday. All registered students may
sign-up beginning at 5 p.m. Wednesday. The
schedule will remain on-line until 3 days before
the organisation's visit

Instructions for accessing The Integrated
Ptscamont sign-up System (You must be
registered with Resume Expert Plus)
1. Dial 372-0*90.
(You wet hear:)
2. H you wish to schedule an appc-ntment with
a visiting employer, press the 1 key. H you'd
lea to hear Placement News, press the 2 key
Press the 3 key if you have been pre-aefec»d
by an employer. Press the 4 key to access lie
Alumni VIP Service. Press the 5 key to hear
your confirmed appointments. Press the star
nkeyloouii.
3. Press 1 lo schedule an mierview or Press 3
when you have been pro-solo clod by an em-

4. Enter your Identification Number.
(The number you used on your Resume Eipert
Plus disk)
5. Enter the posibon code for the employer
you'd I** 10 interview (this seven-digit number
is indicated on the Campus Recruiting CaJen
oar. BUS lell ol rhe position I tie).
If you have entered a valid number the system
wil say:

^

Prmenlt*

t Basket Making^

I

Thursday, March 9
Taft Room, Union
8:00 -10:00 pm

in up in the UAO office*
from F«b. 27-March 3 J
An example is on display
m Hit UAO ihovvcaM by
the Urrion info daek.

Once you have selected a time, then you many
press the pound (■) key to accept the t me. or
press Die star (*) key lo reject it
When you press the pound {#) key, the system
will say: "An interview has been reserved for
you at (Ume).'' Press the star {") key to schedule an interview with another organization or
the pound (*) key to return to start.
Please remember: If you are unable lo sign-up
for an interview, you will be asked whether you
wish to add your name to lie WatJng List. You
must also submit a Placement Dele Sheet
for each Walling List. We advise strongly thai
you listen to Placement News to keep informed
of changes or additions lo nterview schedules,
or other Career Planning and Placement Services programs.
Cancellation of Interview Appointmente:
Cancellation ol an interview must be reported
In person to the Career Planning and Placement Services no later than 5 p.m. one week (7
full days) before the Interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-up Room of Career Planning and Placement Services. DO
NOT cross your name off of an Interview
schedule. Cancellations after tils time wil be
considered a no-show. You are encouraged to
consider employers carefully before signing up
lor interviews
No Show Policy: Failure to appear for a
scheduled Inierview or violation of the cancellation pokey wil result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges tor the next recruiting
period II you.do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a teller ol
apology to the employer tor missing the interview, bring (he letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a staff member
before scheduling any additional interviews
Any student who ■no-shows" twice wil be dented interviewing privileges for lie remainder
ol the academic year
Notice ol Clllienshlp Requirements ft an
employer is willing to inierview International
students, it will be noted In lie position descripson.
SpetllgM Pree Hilatkms: Spotlight presentations offer valuable information about career
paths, detailed position responsibilities and organizational philosophy. Al students scheduling interviews are strongly encouraged to at-

*
J
t

t*4tLa>4MMF4lM^4»******

CAMPUS EVENTS

Additional Placement Services There are
important services available to you al lie Career Planning and Placement Services. Please
note that not all organizations and companies
regularly recruit on college campuses. The list
below generally reflects lie high demand
areas in the world ol work. Don'l become discouraged il your career field is not requested.
To assist you in conducing an assertive job
search, the Career Planning and Placement
Services provides career and placement counseling. VIP professional vacancy hotline job
search workshops, professional development
seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon
Career Connection The excellent Center for
Career Resources oilers you career and employer m for mation and current job vacancies in
ALL fields. Registered students are directly referred to employers in their desired career
fields. Insure your access to these services by
registering with the Career Planning and«
Placement Services in your final year at Bowling Green Stale University.
YOU MUST SUBMIT A COPY OF YOUR
LASER PRINTED PLACEMENT DATA
SHEET WITHIN 48 HOURS AFTER SIGNING
UP. FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN YOUR REMOVAL
FROM THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE.

Wednesday, March 29
CUC Internationa
IS066011 Applications Programmer
Thursday, March 30
Valassis Communications, Inc.
#5089011 Management Trainee Program
WVhr»FMrWRGMAJii4r1rVMFD-TV
15089021 Account Executive
Friday, March 31
Marvin Johnson & Associates
(5090011 Insurance

AITENTK3N
MORTAR BOARD members
Happy Hours wil be @ BW-3's
on March 6th at 6pm
Attendance is mandatory
BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB
Mon. Marches 8pm In 1011 BA
Speaker: Dan Tischler, Creative Director

FALCON RADIO WFAL
Listen and win a trip to
Columbus
to seethe
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
March 10 at the Newport Music Hsll

FALCON RADIO AM 680 WFAL'S
BALLS OUT BINGO
Uslen March 7. from 6 torn Is
The Big Hairy Posss lo win prlnsl
Pick up your bingo card at ths
WFAL studio In West Hal
From your modem rock authority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL

GET PUBLISH ED NOW!
PRAIRE MARGINS
Ths Undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine
Now accepting submissions of art, poetry, and
■don. Place submissions In Prairie Margins
Ma.rboi 202C Unrv Hal. Any Questions Cal
Aimoe i? 3S3-C2H.
QAMESFAST
March 4 1 pm to Midnight
Education Building 2nd floor.
11 to sign up/ $.50 raffles sold si lis door. Includes Lrve Action Vampire. Battle fach 3055
and much more.

Delivery

AnyDcU
Sandwich SL
Chips SL Pop

:£4.99
V

occ

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP

MON.FEB.2S-FRI.MAa3

>

tw'ibaaack...
CARROT TOP
gel your tickets before They're gone I
$12 floor seats
M bleacher oeats
put 'em on your bursar bUil
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ROOM 330 UNION
sponsored by UAO, SOLD, WFAL, PANHEL,

WELLNESSWEEK
Student Recreation Center
Discover Yoga
Monday, March 6
7-Spm. Archery/Golf Room
Country Line Dancing Class
Tuesday, March 7
8 9pm. Activity Center
3on 3 Basketball Tournament
Thursday, March •
6-11 om.Activity Center
Sign up in the SRC Main Offics by March7

call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info

Stop by the [able in the Union loyer during
ths hours of 10am. to 3p.m. for more
information!

Wednesday, April 5
Fmney town Local Schools
•5095021 Teachers
Nationwide Insurance
•5095031 Claims and Underwriters
Roadway Express, Inc.
•5095011 Management Trainee
•5095011 Dock Supervisor

l
!
,

Orrucron Delta Kappa Leadership Honor
Society is now accepting applications.
These can be picked up in 405 Student
Services
DUE MARCH 141
Any rs - Call Cal & 352-8423.

CELEBRATE
CATHOLICS ON CAMPUS WEEK

Tueedey. April «
American Express Fin. Advisors
•5094051 Financial Advisors
Clark County Schools
•5094041 Teachers
Computer Methods Corporation
•5094011 Entry Level Consulting

Thursday, April i
Northwestern Mutual Life
•5096011 Sales Agents

•ATTENTION-

CAMPUS WIDE SEARCH
We need leaders • we need you
DIRECTOR POSITIONS IN UAO
NOW AVAILABLE IN 330 UNION
DUE BACK MAR. •
INTERVIEWS MAR. 11.
Positions available are:
Campus films, campus sales, contemporary
Issues, games, rmni-courses. outdoor recreation, performing arts, public relations, publications, publicity, special events, spotlight entertainment, travel end cultural awareness
APPLY YOURSELF
Call 2-2343 for Info.

Tuesday, March M
Ode Discount Stockbrokers
•5087031 Stockbroker Trainee

■

$9/parson (includes
materials)

C
2

6. Press the 1 key for a morning interview.
press the 2 key lor an afternoon Interview, or
press the 3 key tor die next available bme.
(Press either 1.2 or 3).

Summer Workshop: POLS J»S - The Politics
of Obscontiy. Drug Legalization and CrvH
Rights (Dr. Ronando Holland) wil meet from
May 22 to June 2. There Is an error in lie
Summer Course Catalog as to the ending date
.of this workshop.

Friday. April 7
StouMer Renaissance Hotels
•5097011 General sis Trainee Program

tend appropriate Spotlights. Please carefully
noie dates, limes, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations held in lie Career
Planning and Placement Services office, enter
the Student Services Building using the second
floor, patio entrance Please consult the calendar for appropriate dales, times and locations.

«P. 3/14/96 BScc
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■i
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LOST & FOUND
FOUND
Watch, found on 2/22/95 near Oflenhauer
Parking Lot 354-2063.

continued on p. 9

President
V.P. Standards
V.P. Organization
Recording Secretary
Corresponding Secret
Treasurer
Marshal
Registrar
Pledge Ed
Rush
Membe:
Public
Social
House
Scholarship
Fraternity Educa'
PTiilanthropy/Coi
Sr. Panhellenlc
Jr. Panhellenlc

ErinElshire
AmyMaJesky
Heidi Messbarger
Krlsty Sheldon
Hannah Steele
Jackie McNamara
Julie Carr
Emily Goubeauz
RalejFerguson
Soltis

::
I
•

! ••
i

'Shea
Mayer
Bender
HoUySewell
Holly Meyer
JillDoepker
Dana Dempsey

Congrattilatioiis!

Bagel with
any Cream
Cheese

;

lO Bagels
for

991 ■■#8.99:
ex* 8/14/86 BScc

y^
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SERVICES OFFERED
FREE GROCERIES' Easy shopping Glide
ftvalll monay-saving sacrsls
Sand
85 OP-SASH ID Box 20S, Portage. OH 43451.
OOINO TO DAYTONA7
812sVporson. Boohing direct
•avail Suites, kilchenetles. all
beachfront In ma haan of Spring
Braakll1-4004a*-7423
Pregnant? Wa can halp. Free and confidential
pregnancy tost, support, and Information. BG
Pregnancy Carrier. Cell 384-HOPE.
Raven Entertainment mobile OJ aarvloa. Can
play at your waddingi. parbei. or dan cat. Call
354-64iga*ktorNel*.
Valentines Day la around Via comar.
Ship a baar and a balloon ID thai apadal
aomaona. Prieee iiari al »16 05 Wa have
boarsand balloona lor al occasions. Visa and
Mastercard accepted
Please call i-800-62S-5687exi 1100
Word Processing-Resumee, Term Papara
Thasls, DissanalionB on Laser Printer
Call 352-6705 (0-0)

PERSONALS
"KRISSTEIDL"
Happy B rthday you DIPI Have fun tomorrow
moonshine^ Panama City is almost heralll Oat
Wildl
Attention Graduating Seniors:
Are you creative? Senior poems are needed
for the Annual Senior Sand off. This is an event
honoring seniors on their impending graduation. Please limit to 1 paga and sand to Alumni
Association - attn: Senior Sand Oft Publicity.
Poem selected will be featured in the program.
Qua March 13.
Changing Times Hair Salon
would Ilka to welcome
JUNE LONGour new nail technician
Specials Include $10 off a full set of sculptured
nails. (5 oft total balance and 10% off a mancura.
425 E. Wooster • 354-2244

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Confidential' Health Care For Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support'
16 N. Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005. , .

Check out our New V5 Swimwear
Collegiate Comecuon
531 R.dgeSl
352-8333

DISNEY IS COMINQH
DISNEY IS COMING!!
Wednesday, Har. ath
7:00pm-1007 SA Sldg.
2-2451 rlataaa
DISNEY IS COSIINOII
DiSNEYISCOMINGII

DESCENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
ONE HALL Of A SHOW
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 3,1888
Saturday, February 28
•Gospel-eat, KobackerM.il, 3:00pm
Monday, February 27
lea Cream for Dinner, canned food donation tor Martha'. Kitchen, Rorig.re Mou,

8:00pm
Tuaaday, February 28
Tue*. Night at the Movlee, Orfenhauer Main

FALCON RADIO AM 680 WFA LS
■ALLS OUT IINOO
Uetan March 7, Irom 6-Spm to
The Clg Hairy Posse to win prizes I
Pick up your bingo card al the
WFAL atudlo In Waal Ha*
From your modsrn rock authority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over SO Biiion In private sector grants A scholarships is not available. AN students are eligible regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Lat us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1 600-2636405 am. F55442.
In honor of Woman's Hisiory Month
THE BLACK STUDENT UNION
salutes
Basse Coleman
1883-1026
In 1922. received har air pilot's license from Via
Federation Aeronaubque Internationale in
Franca, to become the first Black Woman Pilot.
Har first exhibition was at Checkerboard Field
1
now Chicago's Midway Airport.)

Lobby, 7:00pm

/

'Dating Qame, Prout Main Lounge, 7:30pm
Wednesday, March 1
Has! Government Appreciation Day
•Mirror, Mirror on lha Wall, Who'a ths SWnn!es1 of Them all, Krabcher Cafeteria,
8:00pm
■Campua Scavenger Hunt, Registration
4:00-4:30pm Sludent Sendee* 2nd fleer,
HuM4:30-8:00pm
■A Or. Sue** Story Hour, Rodgere First
Wear Lounge, 10:00pm
'Thursday, March 2
Staff Appreciation Day
McDonald Carnlval-Around the Quad
-Peychte Frlenda Connection, MacWeet
Msln Lounge, 8:00pm
'Card Board Oamea Play Night, MacKast
First Floor Lounge, 8:00 Baa
•Holidays Around the World, MacNorth
Main Loung, 8:00pm
Friday, March 3
'Campua Roommate Game,
Commons, 6:30-8:30pm

Northeast

SPRING BREAK '951 Guaranteed lowest
prices USA Parry in Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas, Flonda, Padre. Organize group travel
treal Cal tor into A prices SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1-800-426-7710.

BEAUTICIANS - FAMOUS HAIR
BETTER working conditions,
BETTER pay. BETTER choice of
locaion. BETTER chance of
being heed immediately.
Management positions available.
1-800-58g-HAIR
Campaign Staff
Tired of Bumper Seeker Activism?
We have career opponunn.ee available. Start
over Spring Break and the summer break and
work your way Into a career. Hours are 1:30pm
- 10pm M-F, S32S/wk. 241 -7874 for interview
Immediate positions ajvajabss.
Cashiers wanted, al shift*. Fun working environment, benefits, and shift differential. Apply
in person sl Bsrney's 161 1/2 S. Main.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS nsadsdl
100 positional Coed summer camp. Pocone
Mlns, PA. Good salary/tlpel (808)668-3338.
Counselors Wanted. Trim down-ftmeas, co-ed.
NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane Forndale. NY 12734.
(914)271-4141.
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, co-ad camp.
Pennsylvania. 6/22-8/20/9$. Have the most
memorable summer of your iifa' Great opportunity for growth in personal, professional and
parenting skills. Counselors needed for Tennis, Swim (W.S.I. preferred), Waasrskiing. Basketball, Softball. Volleyball, Soccer, Oof, SelfDefense, Gymnastics, Cheeneading, Aerobics,
Nature/Camping Ropes, Piano, Guitar, Calligraphy. Jewelry. Bank, Sculpture. Ceramics.
Drawtng/Painiing. Slkscrsen. Photography.
Other Staff: Group Leaders. General. Bookkeeper. driver/Video
(2i.|.
H N A PM'Nursing Students. Many other positions. ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: March 8th
from tlam-npm in the Fort Rm. of the Union.
To arrange a time cal 1-800-279-3019 or
516-888-3217 or write 12 Allevard St., Lido
Beach, NY 11561. Include your telephone
number.

INTRAMURAL INDOOR SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE.
MANDATORY CLINIC - MARCH 8. 7-10PM.
PICK UP APPLICATION AND TEST AND RETURN TO 130 FIELD HOUSE BY MONDAY,
MARCH6.1995.

Residence Hall Weak sponsors Include:
Rodger., Oflsnhausr, Prout. McDonald
Quad, KraJachar Quad, Kohl and Rs.ld.nl
Sludent Association.

Lambda Chi Alpha
The brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha would Ilka
to congratulata Jamas Aaron Tecumseh Cook
on his lavaliering to Maggie McKeon.

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
from
FALCON RADIO WFAL
List an and win a trip at

Lambda Chi Alpha
Congrats 10 Brenda Gneshop being lavaliered
to Aaron Kujawski on Fab. 13.
Kilo (Brand*

to see the
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
Msrch 10 at the N aw port Music Hall

Need Money for College7
Recorded message gives details. Call (418)
423-4211. or write Jean Kraft. M fcd . 862 W.
Blgslow, SuHe E-8, Rnclay, OH 458*0.

To marry bills? Not enough money?
We can help i Call tor your free
no obligation appt. 353-0154 or
1-800-788-3720. Oho Valley Consumer Credit
Counselors.
A non-profit community service.

Evening office cleaning for spring and summer.
Evenings 12-15 hrs. per week. Own trans, re
quired. Cal 352-5822.

Woman's Lacrosse
Organizaoona! Meeting
Tuas.March7atg.vO
in the Mooring Room
at the Field House
All are Welcome
Any questions, Call Kelly
81352-8818

Halp Wanted-OJ
Gamere la now accepting
applications for a DJ on

Columbus

The LIMITED Is HIRINGI
JrJSr. Faah. March, cs.WIS,
ProoVProe, Mklg, Aect, Finance, or
HR ma|ora tor positions at
Corporate HdOlra.
US Cltlzsns with 2.7GPA or above.
Apply with raauma al Co-op:
231 Adm. Bldg.-lnlervlews Mar. 8*9

TUESDAY TALKS!
Thie week's speaker
LORNA OONZALVES-PINTO
ON MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS A WOMEN'S ISSUES
Tues. Mar. 7,8pm
Taft Room Union
FREEH
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for Into
sponsored by UAO
UAO CongrstulatesWinnsrs
from this weekend's basketball game
giveaways
Amy HarBert winner of Carrot Top Tickets
Man Gray winner of Spring Break Trip
to Panama City

WANTED
1 or 2 summer subleasera for t bedroom apt.
Reasonable rent Cal al 353-2057.
2-3 subleases needed for summer 2 bdrm.
apt Clean, furnished • ample parking, laundry
facilities. Call Lisa al 354-7083.
3-4 summer subleasers needed tor a 3 bedroom house including porch. Close to campus.
call alter 5:00pm. 352-1888.
Female Subleaser needed lor atVBt Townhouoe w/ 21rg BR'a. 2 car garage. Fully furnished, 8170Vmo. . util Call 354-5512.
Person(s) to split tease. Move in Jan. to May or
Jan. toAug '96. Univ. Cts.. 2bdrm. S4S0/mo.
Heal 8 waler md. Call 352-5082.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 5 BEDROOM
HOUSE ON E. WOOSTER UP TO 5 PEOPLE
NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SUMMER OF
95. CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

353-0125.
Summer only-walk to campus-Victorian home,
Ig. brm, share Kit & bath. Private parking, util.
pd. Call 352-5817 or 352-7907.
Summer Subleasers
tor a 2 bdrm. apt.
Call 354-7508.

HELP WANTED

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2000./month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel
Seasonal A full-lime employment available. No
Experience necessary. For information cal
1 -206-634-0468 em. C55443.
EASY money making opportunities at home.
For FREE into, limited time only, RUSH
S A.S.E. to P.O. Box 704, BG OH 43402.

Joe's Party Store. Must be 21. 85mr: pi time,
able lo work days, nights A wkends. Cal attar
7pm; 419-878-5860 or 419-533-7501.

Cg

12month leases starting May 19.1995
122 N. Enterprise-1 BR 1 person-$340Autll.
124 1/2N. Enterprise. Effic.. 1 person-

$265 Ausl.
1204 E Wooster, 2BR. 2 person.
$420 Autil
Steve Smith 352-8917

SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS

MOUNT VE RNON APTS.

Our company Is now hiring hard-working, motivated, young entrepreneurs to run their own
business during the summer. Earn
saooo tioooo while gaining valuable experience. Limited positions are left m Cleveland.
Akron, Canton, and Youngstown area*. For
more information call 1-600-669-9346.

2 BR fuiiy furnished. Clean and quiet. Dishwashers On site management. Moat utlmes ineluded 12 mo. lease. C*l 354-0401
Need 3 Subleasers tor May.
3 bdrm. spsnment. $42S/mo. *
utilities. Can 352-9302.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Sublessers Needed for Summer.
Apt/Upstairs of house tor 2-3 people.
New knohen A bath
Cell Dan al 352-3016.

Student Painters is looking tor highly motivated, hard working students to foin our management firm. Gain valuable expenance to improve your resume, average earnings between
$6000 - $10000 Positions are available si
select Cleveland suburbs, Akron, and Canton
which win be filled on a first coma first serve
basis. For mor* Information call
1-800-543-3793

Subleasing i bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 - eiec Pets allowed. Wheel chair
accessible. Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Plea** call 353-3410. leave message.
Summer Subleaser Needed
Two bedroom apartment, dose to campus
Super tow rent. Sublease from May to August.
Call 353-1015.

Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours WhisthouS*,OH.
Send resumes to: McVicksr Insurance
5825 Weckerly Rd.. Whitehouse, OH 43571.

IS

FOR SALE
#1 Awesome Florida's Spring Break Hotspotsl
Cocoa Beach (Near Dianey)-27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights $1591 Key Wast
$229i Daytona Beach Room wish Kitchen From
812811-600678-6386.
*1 Awesome Spring Breakl Party Cruise 6
Days $2791 Includes 12 Meals A 6 Free Parses! Great Beaches A Nightlife IA HUGE Parly i
Spnng Break Travel 1 -600-678-6386.
1966 Black Mustang
Clean, Good Condition
$1.600OBO3S2-2gi9

Macintosh SE computer w/super-driv* and external hard drive. 8400 O.B.O. Call (410)
696-4619 after 4:30 or leave message.
MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including printer only
$899
Call Chris St 800-288-5885,

Friday A Saturday Nig his I
Call Be vat 352-0780!
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Seasonal & full-time employment available al
National Parks, Forests A Vnklifo Preserves.
Benefits plus bonusesl Call: 1-206-54S-4S04
oil. N55445.
Pan-time position line service-counter sales at
Wood County Airport 25 hrs/ark. Contact
Sandy GorCley at 354-2906.
RADIO NEWS ANCHOR
Toledo's Number One Radio StatUn • K100. is
looking tor *n experienced News-Person who
can gather, write, and deliver the news to tie
largest adult audience in NW Ohio. If you have
a conversational, relateable style and 3 yrs.
experience in radio or TV news, please sand
resume, tape, end sample copy to:
Gary Shores
WKKO Radio
3225 Arlington Ave
Toledo, OH 43814
Fritz Broadcasting is an EOE.
RESORT JOBS - Earn to S12mr. A Dps.
Theme Parks, Hotels, Spas. A more. Tropical
A Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-632-0150
eat. R55442.
Run your own busjn***. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up lo
$10,000 Irrigation sales A installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinklers
1-800-265-7691.
Sales Clerk. Pan time 15*24 hrs per week.
Must be honest, neat, dependable, friendly,
and available weekends. Year round employment preferred. Apply In person at Mike's Party
Man, 1004 S. Main, BG. W*d. 3-8 through Fri.
3-10, between 8am-4pm.

FOR RENT

jrtEfeS

1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.
352-7454.
1 BDRM apt. ideally located between campus
A town. Very tow rant Completely furnished.
Available from May 7 - late August. Call for do
tails 353-2187.
1 bedroom apartment, immediate
occupancy. Pets are allowed.
Call 354-6600

NEW NEW NEW
Hillsdale Apts., Large studios
high vaulted ceilings, unique floor
plan and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at $325.
353-5800
.

1 or 2 bdrm. apta. or single room lor male
Only a law left.
Call today. 8 or 12 mo. lessee.
Carty Renlale * 353-0328

KITCHENS AND
1 2 SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
Pets allowed. For more info call
Stacey© 353-7078.
Subleaser Needed ASAP IVu August.
$150/mo. Downtown, 3 blocks from campus

Brooke: 353-0697.
2 bdrm, 9 A 12 mo. lea** Inc. heat, hot water,
cooking A sewer. Conveniently located - dose
to campus, library, A I-75. Clough A Mercer,
Univ. Village. 352-0164.
Apia. 650 Scott Hamilton 2 beta from camp.
Nice, turn, air, laund, reserved parking. 4 people max. No pats 10 mnth Leas* $675 per mo.
12 mnih lease $620 per mo. 287-3233/ alter
5:00287-4255.
Basement apt. tor rent from June 1-Aug. 31
1/2 block from campus. $28S/mo. ind. ut.i
Call Ann 354-4412atler 6pm.

CLOSETS,
are huge at our Evergreen 1 BDRM
Apts. 215 E. PoeRd. Resident
Manager on site 24 hrs. Starts at
$310. 353-5800

Management Inc.

1 bdrm, 222 N. Church St,
Located behind the Public
Library, 3 min. walk to
Howard's or Downtown, starts
at $275/mo.
353-5800

r$BK

ALASKA CANNE RY JOBS
Big Cash. Big Challenge, Big Eiperience
Call for into: (808) 742-7100.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing
Industry. Eran to J3.000J6.000 plus/month 8
benefits. Makufemal*. No experience neceesary. (206) 545-4155 SXIASS445.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Ohio Motorist AsSOC.-AAA ha* summer posi
tions available in our auto travel department tor
Auto Travel Counselors. Must be able to read
maps and have excellent communication skills
Candidates should be available to train during
spring break. Our offices are located in Cleveland, Solon, Geauga, Ravenna, Ashtabuia A
Youngstown. Call 216-361-8016 or sand resume to: AAA. Human Resources. 6000 S.
Marginal Rd. Cleveland, OH 44103.

Alpine Amplifier, 400 wan. great cond.. $175.
Call 354-3062.

Golf-Sales
Part-time. 20-25 hrs. flexible schedule.
Call Mr. Winter an-419-882-1929.

$1750 weekly possibls
mailing our circulars
For into Cal 202-298-8065

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Ha* renting lor 1995-96* summer 1996
2BR* 1 BRunils
FJIy lurn » sir conditioned
Con venieni Location
Reasonable Rases
1362-4968

Lauren ft Chris
Lynn & CT
Jen B & Joe
Lisa & Dave
Kara & Jim

Kathy ft Chris
Wendy ft Jeff
Holly ft Tom
Amy* Mike
tacy ft Gil
aula ft Seth

Showtime at

csgsti

Let's kick it like they kick it at the Apollo!
The B' :k Student Union will be holding this event in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom
Saturday, March 4th 1995
7:00-10:00 p.m.
There will be an after set the same place
10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
And Guess WhatYall!
It is

Absolutely Free!

However we are askins you to make a donation by purchasing raffle tickets
(The donation is optional).
The donations will be going to support a charity.
•(free T-shirts given to the first 100 people there)*
The Jackson Tollh/er Scholarship will be awarded at this event.

Kelley ft Chris
TA ft Billy
Melanle ft Kevin
Heather ft Allen
Kristen ft Mitch
Amy ft Brian
Tanya A Chris
JB ft The Hammer
Chicken Wing ft Vice
Brand! ft Michael
Bridget ft Bob
Princess ft her King
Tiffany ft Brent

Julie ft Shawn
Cindl ft Junior
Laurie ft Shawn
Tracie ft Mark
Lori ft Ben
Shannon ft Dave
Christy ft Troy
Mindy ft Steve
Melanle ft Brad
Wendi ft BJ
Sarah ft Kid
Dana ft Andy
Sunshine ft Moonshine
Creeper ft the Creeped
Allison ft

Tootle ft Feendog
Muffin ft Bravo
Mac ft Her Daddy
Steph ft Sean
Pooh ft Roo
Wendy ft Pat
Simba ft Nala
Michelle ft Jeff
Lisa ft David
Jen ft Trent
Jen K ft Kyle
Stephanie ft Jason

MARCH 4th, 1995
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harleen Hooper probably isn't one of
the first players you would mention
when asked about the Bowling Green
women's basketball team. Hooper has
been rather quiet this season with such scoring
threats as Michelle Shade, Sara Puthoff and
Charlotta Jones stealing the headlines.
Hooper wouldn't have it any other way.
Very quietly. Hooper has asserted herself
as one of the top defensive players in the MidAmerican Conference this season. On top of
that, the senior guard is BG's quarterback on
the court, handling everything from calling
offenses and defenses to serving as team
captain.
She does a little bit of everything on the
court, too. She has pulled down 12 rebounds
in a a game twice this season, and she
ranks among the MAC's top 10 in
assists.
Quiet - but effective.

TVShMK Martin
Movie: Boyz' n the Hood
Class at BG: Sociology/Cultural

Anthropology
Food: Pizza
Pro athlete: Penny Hardaway
BG Memory: Home game vs. Toledo
last year (clinched regular
season title); NCAA tournament
games the past two years.

"Sara Puthoff (34) flashes through the
post to clear it out. I (44) go off Michelle
Shade's (14) pick and in for a layup."

On her role on the court:
"My role is more as playmaker. I control
everything, pass the ball, get the ball to the
open player - do the little things on defense,
whatever, rebound whenever I can."
On not really being In the media
spotlight:

"It's fine with me. I'm not really a big
offensive scorer or offensive player. I'm a
defensive player. That's what I contribute
to the team."
On her defense:

"Move my feet and stay between my
player and the basket at all times and do
whatever I can to get them rattled. I try to
keep them thinking about me instead of
what they are supposed to be doing. If I can
keep their mind focused on me and trying
to get past me, then it kind of takes away
from them trying to set up their offense."
On this season and Its ups and downs:
"It's been hard at times. I don't think that
anyone has quit, though. We're still going
at it and going at it, and that's the good
thing. We have a lot of hard workers on
this team. Other than that, it's been hard
to have a losing season, but I think we've
been picking up the last few games."
On being a leader on the court and off:
"I'm a quiet leader. I don't think anybody
on the team is really outspoken like that.
We tend to lead more or less by example.
We try to be positive as much as we can."
On prospects for the rest of the season
and the MAC tournament:
"We're definitely trying to win to get
some momentum heading into the
tournament Right now we are playing well,
so we're doing that. Everyone starts the
tournament out fresh, and ifs anybody's
ball game.
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